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DISCLAIMER 
The information provided in this course, by itself, will not make 
you any money. As I constantly mention in the course, you must 
apply the information. This will give you a good chance of being 
successful. However, even with application, there can be no 
guarantee of income. 
As with all things in life, your individual results may vary 
depending on who you are. The factors include your motivation, 
your skillset, input, determination – and all the other factors that 
affect normal life. 
COPYRIGHT NOTICE 
This e-book is copyrighted and ALL rights are reserved. 
You may not copy, share, post, forward, reproduce or transmit 
this e-book in any print, electronic, or other format without the 
express permission of the author. 
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Greetings

Hi, I'm Ezra! Welcome inside CPA Cash Kings, I am very excited for you to 
be on board and look forward to receiving a testimonial from you with your 
new CONSISTENT earnings once you take action on the material inside of 

this course!

I have proudly been a full time CPA marketer for almost 2 years, I can't say 
the old, “I never thought I would be at this point of making consistent 

money with CPA for two years straight” because I knew I would, just as 
YOU should. 

Do you know you can? Or is it a possibility? Before going on you should 
answer that question because in order to see long term success in this 

business you have to KNOW you will see long term success in this business. 

You have to visualize this success every day. Visualize and attack! (for my 
Waterboy fans).

CPA Marketing is not easy. I got into it believing it would be a breeze, and 
ya know, that turned out to be wishful thinking. 

My thought process: “Hey, how hard could it be to get someone to just 
enter information?”. Which is an understandable way of thinking but when 
you get down to the nitty gritty and start looking for traffic, the level of 

perfection you have to reach really hits you.

You can't just throw up an ad on Facebook and throw a $500 daily cap on 
there and think you're going to cash in just because you have money. 

Just like you can't be the best at SEO, get a website to the top of Google 
and think you're going to book a trip to Bahammas the next day if you 

don't have the perfect niche and the perfect offer.

The method you will learn today is the method that pretty much changed 
my life and allowed me to give up my job after two months. 

I still use this exact method today as in my opinion, it will never get 
saturated. And as you will soon learn, in my opinion, nothing ever really 

becomes saturated anyway. 
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It uses the power of other people's advertising to send you super qualified 

leads to your CPA offer. 

It's a very well set up system and runs very smooth. 

Free traffic. Creative. Scalable.

The CPA Cash Kings system is very complete system that can be done in 
a few steps and it's a complete requirement to keep things simple and 

refrain from over-complicating things when they don't need to be! 

Before I get into the steps you need to take to make your way to the bank 
to pull out that first paycheck, go ahead and set up a new email account for 

the purposes of this method only. 

There isn't any required way you need to set this email up, it can just be 
your name. I.e: Ewyckoff@gmail.com works just fine! That isn't my email 

btw...

Second, of course, you need to be a part of a CPA network. Preferably more 
than one CPA network in case one of your offers ever expires on one; you 

will have other accounts to switch your traffic over to so you don't lose 
money. 

Hopefully, at this point you are already signed up to a CPA network or few, 
if not, don't worry! I can help you understand the mechanics behind being 

accepted into any CPA network you wish.

No, it isn't about how much of a rockstar you make yourself out to be, it 
isn't about lying on your application, it isn't about having a cool website for 

them to see, it isn't about any of that. 

It's quite simple, it's about relationships. It's about giving off an honest, 
down-to-earth impression when you speak to the affiliate managers who 

have the power to approve your applications. 

If you'd like me to go deeper into this, shoot me an email to my support 
email given at the end of this product.
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Now we will get into the method, I'm not sure if you are used to taking 
notes from a PDF or not, but it always helped me understand things better 
and see things more clearly, so if you're open to suggestions, I would say 

take your own notes while reading along!
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one

Spend a decent amount of time studying some simple, effective copywriting 
techniques. 

This can be found totally free everywhere on the Internet, the most 
credible place would be the Warrior Forum's copywriting section where a lot 
of awesome tips are given. 

There are dozens of other great forums where awesome copywriting tips 
are giving as well; just google copywriting forum or it's variations and you'll 
see how many are out there.

Take this step seriously, it's the first step for a reason. 

You should put a considerable amount of time into becoming a better 
copywriter. 

This will help you in your career anyway when it comes to writing your own 
ad copy. 

It would be ideal to spend at least a few hours out of the day studying 
different copywriting techniques, how to make ads read better, how to 
make stronger Call To Actions, etc. 

This may seem like a step you might be able to skip, but unless you 
already have a bit of copywriting experience it would be worth your while to 
pay attention to this step and get it done!

Really quick, on this subject, which looks better on a not so mouth-
watering vehicle?

1997 Honda(red) 
leather seats

2 door
automatic

119,000 miles
$3k

call joe 3139992333
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OR

 Automatic, 2 door 97' Honda w/ clean apple red paint job looking 
for a new owner! Leather seats in great condition. CLEAN! CLEAN! 

CLEAN!

Under 120,000 miles and still a long life ahead! Engine is in stable 
condition, all oil changes kept up to date! 

Only asking $3k OBO! Won't last long! Interested in having these 
keys? Email me at joeschmo@gmail.com for more information!

If I were reading this, I would pick the second one. Not even much of a 
difference but it's much more effective of an ad than the first one. 

Small tweaks like these can change the outcome of advertisements from a 
failing campaign to a quick and easy sell. 

You don't have to take it overboard and become an absolute stud at 
copywriting by any means, but study a bit – enough to be better at writing 
ad copy than the average person. 
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two

Check out Craigslist.com.

The underlined sections above are the sections you're going to be focusing 
on for this method. 

First we have, apts / housing.

Inside this section, people post up ads of their apartments or homes, 
looking for people to become their new tenant. Pretty simple right? 

You will see a range of people posting ads in here. Apartment complexes, 
Realty companies, and our butter, private dealers who are looking to rent 
out their already owned home or apartment. 
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Another 'kind' of poster you may run into while doing this method for a bit 
will be blackhat IM'ers posting fake ads with rediculously low rent prices 
and awesome pictures of cool, updated kitchens and bathrooms. Leave 
these guys bee.

We are looking for individual people searching for someone to start renting 
their home/apt/townhome out. 

The bigger companies are harder to deal with and focusing on private 
dealers will be worth it in my experiences. 

In some cases it may be worth it for smaller realty companies but may take 
a bit longer to get your campaign rolling. So that'll be no apartment 
complexes and no realty companies. 

I clicked the first ad I saw in this particular city and it looks like an ad that 
matches. It says call Penny Herman, who is the broker and owner of the 
home above, sounds good.
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These are the kinds of ads that we are looking for in the CPA Cash Kings 
vol 1. I've naturally began calling these, “Lead Senders”. 

It is exactly the same for the last two sections underlined in the screenshot 
on the page above. “Real estate for sale” and “cars+trucks for sale”.

No big real estate companies – no car dealerships.

They're are literally thousands upon thousands of “lead senders” for you to 
contact using this method, no matter how many people got their hands on 
this course and put it into action, always remember how many cities are in 
the United States! 

I'm in a city that I've never even looked at since I've been doing this 
method, let's see how many ads are being posted.

Next page
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I made the zoom tiny on purpose just to show the amount of ads being 
posted. This is just a portion of the ads posted in one day.
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So there is an endless stream of lead senders to go after. 

Same thing with the auto+trucks for sale section. When it comes to this 
section, when you click on the link, you'll be able to choose the exact kind 
of people we are looking for.

Of course, BY-OWNER ONLY is the section we are looking for, full of very 
important people who can change how your CPA account looks very fast.

The car+trucks for sale section is equally as powerful as the homes for rent 
and homes for sale section. Endless opportunity exists inside of this section 
and you should pay equal attention to each of the sections we talked about.

No need to screenshot a page of the cars+trucks for sale section, the page 
I'm looking at right now is full of lead senders for ONE day. And I moved a 
city over and it's the same exact thing. A shortage of people to contact is 
the least of anyone's problem. 

Now, let's talk about what we're doing with these “lead senders”.
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three

Earlier we talked about that ad copy, I asked which one was better. Plus, 
the very first step of this method is to take some time out to study a few 
copywriting tips and techniques to make ads better.

We contact these lead senders with the intention of striking a deal with 
them, to pretty much help the sell/rent their house and sell their car. 

We help them in a couple ways.

1. We look at the ads they are posting and tweak them. Add/remove 
some stuff, based on what you learned as far as effective ad 
writing/strong CTA's, etc.

2. We offer top quality lead support to lift the workload off of these lead 
senders. Essentially, we handle all 'interested' individuals via “24/7 
email support” and only present qualified applicants to the people 
looking to rent a house or sell a car – qualified applicants based on 
the requirements you receive from the lead senders.

The kicker in this is we are offering this service absolutely free of charge. 

If you are reading this, not feeling good about the word free and think it 
sounds like a bunch of work to do for free, you can trust, I wouldn't be 
doing it if it wasn't worth it. 

The 'reason' you are offering this service for free: You have been studying 
copywriting for a while and starting up your own copywriting business.

Since you are new, you are searching for people to help in return for a 
testimonial, once their house/car is sold/rented. 

You want to tell each of these people that you are really interested in 
helping them out in trade for a testimonial if they feel your services helped 
them. 

Let them know, in your industry, the standard charge rate for these kinds 
of services are at $250 and up, but since you're brand spankin' new, you 
want to build a good reputation first by offering this service free of charge. 
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This approach has been tested and I used by me every day, they appreciate 
the honesty and as you'll see many people will be happy to strike that deal.

Finding these lead senders is half the battle of this method, it may be the 
most time consuming but is the most important as well.

Don't worry, of course you aren't doing all of this for free and not getting 
paid while doing so. 

You see, we make the job sound a lot more complicated and skill-driven 
than it actually is. 

And during the process of handling the customer support side of the ads, 
you will be getting paid for your time and building a consistent stream of 
income. 

I like to focus on things once at a time, so take a few breaths and take in 
all of what we've covered so far so that we are on the same page and 
100% understanding of the method. 

1. Make a new email address.
2. Sign up for CPA networks.
3. Study some copywriting techiniques.
4. Look for “lead senders” on Craigslist in the housing section and the 

cars+trucks section who fit our criteria.

Pretty simple, I would say, ya know?

To reiterate, never give in to the hoax of saturation. 

I've been doing this for a long time, and I mean over a year, I haven't even 
got into half of the states in America. 

And I haven't even mentioned the fact that things really bust wide open 
when you think about the amount of classified ad sites out there. 

Craigslist is not the beginning or the end of classified sites and this method 
will work on every last one of them.
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The amount of space to this method has me seemingly moving like a slug 
as I haven't even gotten to the point where I've had to dip off into other 
classified sites, the possibilites with this method are literally endless.

Let's talk about the role of your lead senders.
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four

Your lead senders ads will be where your traffic comes from. Posting ads on 
craigslist is tough, especially trying to post outside of your own actual city.

So with this method, we are only contacting people who post ads, so the 
actual ad posting is up to them, which they have no problem with.

This is an awesome headache to skip over with this method, potentially 
hundreds of hits to your offer per day off of someone else's ads. This is 
gold. 

Don't think about adding spice to your service by offering to post the ads, 
that's not what this method is about. 

If you try to post your own ads on your own accounts, you will go through 
hell. If you log in to their accounts, posting ads, you'll put them at risk of 
losing their account. 

Posting ads is their job and their role, not yours.

The average lifespan of these lead senders once you strike a deal with 
them is anywhere from one week to 30 – 45+ days until the the home is 
rented out/car is sold. 

It's hard to judge a number that will hold steady across the whole U.S.
But an average, well written ad for a home for rent/car for sale should 
bring in an average of 25-50 responses per day. 

This will be from one 'lead sender' so if you have 5 lead sender on board, 
your inbox would look pretty crazy bringing in a fresh 125+ responses. 

As discussed, part of our service is top notch email support to replace them 
putting their phone number on Craigslist, resulting in plenty calls every day 
from unqualified people. Being so, your email you created for this method 
will be your support email and will be included in their ad. 

So in clarity, these email responses we were talking about are your actual 
leads, hense calling the ad posters, “lead senders”. They're ads will be 
sending you leads and in your lead support stage, they'll be presented with 
your CPA offer.
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It won't take too long to get 5 lead senders on board and having 125 laser 
targeted leads in your inbox every day is a hell of a way to get a consistent 
income stream started. I currently, at this current day have a 11 lead 
senders who were interested enough in my *free* service to strike the deal 
with me. 

That's 11 people posting ads every day trying to sell their home/car. I've 
helped them tweak their ad copy and they have my support email in their 
ad copy as the email to contact if they are interested.

My job from there is to distinguish the interested from the qualified and 
send the qualified folks over to our 'lead sender'. 

Let's go over contacting these lead senders, a simple process.
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five

Contact information is usually posted in these ads, if not you would use the 
CL email connected to the ad to contact the ad poster. 

Contact your qualified lead senders any way you can; phone or email. Both 
are very simple processes and you'll either get a yes or no and you'd be 
able to move on very quickly to the next person.

Here is an email script we send out:

“Hello, My name is Ezra. I saw your advertisement for your house for 
rent and wanted to contact you and see if we could work something 
out. I have been studying effective copywriting for a while now and 
recently opened my own copywriting company. 

I've learned a lot about making ads read and sell better and I was 
hoping we could strike a deal. Althought I know a lot about 
copywriting, my company is still brand new so I wanted to approach 
you with an offer to help you tweak your ads and handle customer 
support in return for a written or video testimonial from you after 
you've rented out your home. 

It would greatly help me with social proof and I have no problem 
assisting you free of charge if you would agree to send me a 
testimonial if you're happy with the results.

Included in the service: Rewrite/Tweak of current ad copy to improve 
the chance of a quick sale. Provide top notch, 24/7 inbound email 
support for people interested in renting your home. This will take a lot 
of grunt work off your hands and prevent you from having to handle 
daily phonecalls from unqualified people.

I hope we can work something out! Please email me if you're 
interested, thank you, I appreciate your time!

Ezra Wyckoff”
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If you want to call them instead, simply have this script in front of you base 
your pitch off of the script, taking breaks to let them respond with the 
norms, “ok”, “alright”, “mmhmm”, and so on. 

Just get this message to them somehow, from here on, they will either be 
interested in receiving free copywriting and lead support services or they 
won't be, simple as that. 

For the people who are interested in working with you...congrats! You've 
found a “lead sender”! 

What's next? To start up the engine and get rolling! 

When you have someone interested in working with you simply have them 
send their current ad copy to your email, do your thing, throw your 
sprinkles on it and send it back to them with your lead support email 
replacing their email or phone number and *bam*. 

Also, make sure you have them send over the exact requirements they are 
looking for in a new tenant; income requirements, length at job, rental 
history, credit history, etc, etc.

Time to work the magic! They continue on as usual posting their daily ads 
except something will be different. You're email inbox will be filled with 
people interested in getting the keys to that house or car. 

And so we get to the most important part of it all. Putting everything 
together, making our cash and sending qualified leads back to your new 
partners.
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six

Okay, so you're getting emails in your inbox, people interested in getting 
the keys to your partners home/vehicle. But they are not yet qualified and 
it's your job to qualify them, to make sure they meet all the requirements 
your partners are looking for. 

You'll be sending each of these interested individuals two emails each, one 
soft email to get them attentive and another to get things settled. If they 
are qualified, we send their information over to our partner. 

Let's take a look at how it usually works.

You have a new message message in your inbox:

“Hey, My name is Patty Mayo, I saw your ad, really interested in 
moving in, love the pictures, the place looks great. Please tell me 

what I need to do!

Thanks,

Patty Mayo”

You reply to their email:

“Hi Patty! We're glad you're interested in moving in! Before I send 
a few questions over to you, can you let me know how soon you 

were looking to move? 

Thanks, 

Ezra”

They'll email you back with their response, “ASAP”, “next week”, “next 
month” or whatever have you. Take this down as this is something your 
partners like to know.

You'll then email them back with the following:

“Hi Patty, Okay great! We're basically looking for someone who will 
take care of the property and can keep up with the rent.
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Here are the few requirements we're looking for... (List the set of 
requirements they gave you). We'd just like to make sure you're 
qualified before going through the process of setting up and 

viewing and filling out an application. 

We're dealing with a number of interested individuals here so we're 
definitely trying to get this process done with haste. If you could 
verify that you meet the above requirements, I can get you sent 

over to set up a viewing. 

We also strongly encourage the truly interested applicants to show 
up to the viewing with a current months credit history file. (if the 

home advertises 'bad credit ok': Although your actual credit score isn't an  
issue, it would help us verify your rental history and it would be a good  

first impression!)

You can pull up your current months report at  
www.creditfilefree.com and print it out to bring to the viewing. 
Please send me an email back verifying the above requirements 

and I will get your information submitted to have someone contact  
you to set up the viewing. Please also include your contact 

information.

Thanks,

Ezra”

For everyone who emails back letting you know they meet the 
requirements you've listed, you send their contact information over to your 
partner as a qualified lead. 

Of course, the above template will have to be slightly tweaked if your lead 
senders are selling a home or if they are selling a vehicle but that is the 
general idea behind your quick exchange with interested individuals. 

You noticed the link in the template above, which is totally made up by the 
way, this is where your CPA network comes in. Credit report offers are 
pretty widely available with almost every CPA network in the financial offers 
section. 
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You are simply suggesting for them to produce a current months credit 
report and giving them a resource to get it done then and there, which will 
of course be your affiliate link to the credit report offer you find within your 
CPA network. 

Credit report offers payout very generously! 

The lowest you would find would be around $18 per lead, and I've got CR 
offers with a payout as high as $32 per lead. 

This is huge when it all adds up, and remember talking about the amount 
of emails you'll be getting per day; people interested in getting those 
keys...credit report offers flow like water in this situation.

Let's figure we remain modest as far as payout and found a credit report 
offer paying out $22 per lead. 

Having 5 lead senders on board, posting ads every day, sending you 125+ 
leads to your inbox each day.

A modest 5 of those 125+ people take your suggestion and fill out the 
credit report offer to bring to their viewing, that's a quick $110. This is 
definitely as modest as it gets with this method. 

I'm talking more like at least 15 people out of 125+ interested people 
bringing you over $300 per day. Welcome to the possibilities of CPA Cash 
Kings v1.

Get out there and king yourself! Let's wrap it up with a brief step by step 
review of CPA Cash Kings v1.

1. Set up new email.
2. Study some effective copywriting techniques.
3. Contact people posting ads on CL renting/selling homes & selling cars.
4. Offer free copywriting/support service in exchange for testimonial.
5. Send 2-part email sequence to interested individuals.
6. Cash in.
7. Send qualified folks contact information over to your partners.
8. REPEAT!
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Friendly last tip: Mozilla Thunderbird would make your life easier with 
handling emails if you do not have any Virtual Assistants on board to help 
you with emails.

That's really all you need guys and girls, now just get out there and take 
massive action and most important of all, make a COMMITMENT to being 
CONSISTENT! 

Email me at wyckmarketing@gmail.com for any support related 
questions/comments/concerns/suggestions, etc!
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